FOR FURTHER READING

Readers new to issues taken up in this book may find the following introductory readings of interest. Further references can be found in the notes for each chapter.


Important analyses of specific underlying factors include: Michael Goldfield, *The Decline of Organized Labor in the United States* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987); Michael


Community development corporation experience is reviewed in: Paul S. Grogan and Tony Proscio, *Comeback Cities* (New York: Westview, 2000); Neal R. Peirce and Carol F. Steinbach, *Corrective Capitalism: The Rise of America’s Community Development Corporations* (New York: The Ford Foundation, 1987); Christopher Walker and Mark Weinheimer, *Community Development in the 1990s* (Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute, 1998); and surveys by the National Congress for Community Economic Development (NCCED); the most recent of which is *Coming


For an overview of civil society organizational development and institution-building, see


A range of general proposals for systemic reconstruction are reported in the annotated bibliography prepared by Thad Williamson, *What Comes Next?* (Washington, D.C.: National
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